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jlALLOT READY FOR GENERAL
ELECTION TO BE HELD MAY 1

FOR

n ext

year

Walcott Succeeds Gribble
Business Manager of
Annual.

urner Is C andidate fo r P re sid en t of Class of FIVE ENTER H .S .
| ’32; May F ete Queen V ote W ill Be C ast; ConESSA Y CONTEST 1
| stitutional Revisions to Come Before S tudents
FOR THIS YEAR

At a meeting of the Publications

Committee In Prof. R. L. Housman’s
I According to the final count in the Aber day primary election the . . . _. , , ~
~
,
,
office last Tuesday, Lawrenco Swan
suits are as follows: A. S. U. M. vice-president, Mary Louise Dav- M“ s S" * els>
Hancock and son, Roundup, was appointed editor,
port, 381; Rhea Travcr, 201; eliminating Thelma Williams. Class
and Wesley Walcott, Troy, business
manager of the 1931 Sentinel. Robert
[ 1931 president, George “ F ird ” Haney, 61; Oliver Wold, 50; elim-1
as
Struckmnn, Malta, and Clifford Grib
ating Joe Barnes and Harold Ruth. Class of 1932 Central Board
*
° _
.. T
on ah
«
ro c*i
,« m oo
•
Only five high schools hare submit* ble, Missoula, have held the positions
legate,
Everett
Logan,
80;
Allan
Smith,
58.
Class
of
1933:
presi.
,
.
_
,
..
T
.
legotv, j© *
’
7
. . . .
ted essays in the Interscholastic essay on the Sentinel for this year.
nt„ Wyman X. Zachary, 9o; Horace Warden, 74.... eliminating contest this year. They are Culbertson Lawrence Swanson has been asso
I yde McCall; treasurer, Berton N. “ Red” Mathews, 101; Joy High School, Gallatin County High ciate editor of the Sentinel for the
owning, 78; Central Board delegate,-John Curtis, 105; Sterling J. 1 School, Bridget' High School, Shell# past year, and has had three quarters
High School and Mildred High School, j ^
ag nsstgtnnt bnsiness manager ot
app, 69; eliminating Jack C. Toole.

IMPORTANT CHANGES IN A.S.U.M .
CONSTITUTION COME TO VOTE
Subm it Revisions P rep ared by C onstitutional
ERICKSON, STA FF
Com mittee a t G eneral Election; W ill A ffect
TO DERATE WITH
M any S tu d en t Offices.
THREE COLLEGES
w.

In addition to voting on the A. S. U. M. and class offices in the
S. C., Idaho, Gonzaga on general election on May 1, the student body will be submitted addi
tions and revisions to the A. S. U. M. constitution. They were pre
University Debaters’
pared by a constitutional committee appointed by Central Board
Itinerary.
about two weeks ago and are as follows:

Article II, add to section 6, Tell
Albert Erickson and Sterling Stapp,
king shall not have a vote at the meet
members of the varsity debate team,
ings of Central Board.
will leave Sunday, May 4, on a debate
Change section 70 to read: The
tour of three Northwestern universities.
editor of the Kaimin.must have been
the editor of the Sentinel, or most have
They will be in Moscow, Idaho,
served on the staff of the Kaimin at
I There will be three judges this year, tbo Kalmln. Besides a semester of May 5, In Pullman, Wash, May 6,
Louise Lubrccht with 13 votes' and
least one year and must have attended
j Miss Eleanor Slekels and Miss Alice I high school Journalism, Swanson has and in Spokane May 7.
tty Torrence with 132 votes w ill run
Contains Works of Former the University a t least two years and
Hancock of the English department to his credit 47 hours of work in the
The Montana team will uphold the
I the. general election May 1 for May
i| have
have a t least 75 credit hours at the
Montana People.
.already been named, and ono school of Journalism, of which 32 hours affirmative of the question. Resolved:
Jicen.
time of election. He must be a Jour
more will be chosen later. The winner cenmt towards his major. Ho Is at
nalism major. He shall be chosen by
mistake in determining f l Y t A \ / l A ) ?
^ I of the contest will come to the Inter- prescnt taking six more hours in the That all nations should adopt a plan
| Doe to
itioned for
for the
the name
name of
L t L I + J L* \X lV \A , J j
I e office petitioned
of
The latest issue of the Frontier, the Publications committee subject to
scholastic Track Meet in May with all 5nmc department, part of which is of complete disarmament, except for
the approval of Central Board.
I alter “Babe” Turner was listed as
.....
k ,_, ___,
|
of his expenses paid by the University, independent work on photo-engraving. such forces as are necessary for police which was placed on the news' stands
Add section 8: Any member of the
yesterday, contains many contributions
candidate for C en tal Board do g
MyStefV Play I s the M a j o r He will also receive a gold medal from Besides this, ho has had one summer's protection?.
Board who is for any reason unable to
the class of 1932 instead of the
the University and his essay will be | Wofk editing a daily supplement to a
The cross-examination method of by professors and former students of
Masquer Offering.
ndidacy for president of the class
printed in the Interscholastic Kaimin. weekly paper in Roundnp, and a sum* debate will be used In the Washington Montana. Edmund L. Freeman, pro attend the meetings may be removed*y
3932. This mistake is to be rem-j
1Each of the five high schools has been J mer-g experience as special correspond- State and Idaho debates, bat the regu- fessor of the English department, has the action of the remaining members
of the Board.
ied by allowing Turner’s name to
permitted to enter only one essay
ent of the Billings Gazette. United j lar debate system will be used with an essay entitled “The Backward
“Cock^
Robin,”
an
absorbing
threeChange section 8 to read: Central
on the final ballot of May 1 along]
Gonzaga university. All three will be States.” Miss Eleanor Slekels has a
Press and Associated Press.
Board shall consist of the following
ih William Boone as a candidate for act mystery play, will be presented j
poem, “Death Grins Again.”
decision debates.
May
2
and
3
as
the
m
ajor
p
r
o
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
^
£
'
f
a
Wesley
Walcott,
the
new
business
members:
32 class president, according to
The frontispiece of the magazine is
r r
r
7
. manager, has been serving as assistant
The president, vice-president,
umie Morrow, acting business man of the Masquers for this quarter. This \
by Irvin Sbope, a former student of secretary and business manager of the
is q, brand new m y stc ^ p la y , having
O f f l C € Y S Are Elected advertising manager on the 1930 Sent
or of A. S. U. M.
Daughters
Receives
the University. I t Is a drawing and A. S. U. M. and the Kaimin editor.
first opened in New York in 1928 to J
inel Gribbic, this year’s manager, in
A. S. U. M. Offices.
sketch, entitled “The Cowboy Can
enjoy a long run there. a*Cock Robin” I
his recommendation, said, “Walcott has I
Two faculty representatives.
Book About Heroines Ride." Merle Haines, a former Uni B.
President
was written by Elmer Rice in collab- j Plans Made for Rattlesnake Picnic to assisted me in a very capable fashion
C. A member of the Alumni associa
isscII p n ith ____ ___ .......Carl Walker I oration with Philip Bjjirry, two of the
Be Held May 4th.
versity student, has contributed a short tion selected by that association. In
all throughout this year. I have found
Vice-President
him conscientious, industrious and re- By
most outstanding American playDefenback Describes Indian story called “Black Cow.” Sallie the event that the Alumni association
ary Louise Davenport....Rllea Traver vrlghts of the present day.* Rlcc
Maclay, '29, has a verse, “Silhouette.” fails to appoint a representative by the
sophomore in j liable In doing all of the work apporWomen of the Northwest.
Ida Fredcrickson,
#•" Business Manager
Anna Rushfeldt, whose story, “A first meeting of Central Board in the
iwarded the 1929 Pulitzer prize for 1 the School of Pharmacy, was re-elected fcioned to'hlm. He seems to have plenty
irtis W. Barnes ........Robert C. Hendon I his “Street Scene.” Philip Barry has president of Kappa Epsilon, national j of initiative and this coupled with an
Coffin for Anna,” was chosen by fall, the alumni member shall be chos
Prof. Freeman Daughters of the
%
Secretary
j written a number of plays th at have honorary women’s pharmacy fratern-1 apparent executive ability should
O’Brien for his Best Short Stories of en by the remaining members of the
Education department has received a
ancesRockman........—.......... ....... ..... I scored successes.
j 1929, has In this issue a second story Board.
ity, Tuesday night. Alice Doull was qualify him as a capable manager.”
very unusual book, “Red Heroines of
Kaimin Editor
called “A Coffin for Enoch.”
Dick West was appointed two weeks
D . . The freshman and sophomore
This is the first mystery play that elected vice-president and historian,
>orge Adams............Vernon Hangland has been produced on the campus for and Vera Smith was re-elected sccrc- ago as business manager of the Kaimin the Northwest,” by Byron Defenbach.
H. C. B. ColTill of Missoula has an classes shall, a t the time of the regu
Mr. Defenbach, who was associated
^ Store Board Trustee
tory
and
treasurer.
|
for
the
school
year
of
1930-31.
He
had
lar
election in the spring, elect a repre
article
In
the
Open
Range
section
I some time. I t is ft play th at concerns
w ith Professor Daughters some years about some western incidents. Mr. sentative to the Board who will sit
*onard A. Schulz--------- George Allen ] amateur theatricals. The authors have
At this meeting plans were made for I been recommended for the place by
ago, has divided his book on Indlnn Colvill in 1887 worked on a British- for two years. The junior class shall
Class of 1931.
I cleverly placed the scene on the stage a picnic to be held up the RiUtlesnnkc. thq present business, manager* Ed
heroines Into three divisions, each deal
President
I of a theatre during the rehearsal and A tentative date of May 4 was set for j Becker. The only major publications ing with an Important Indian woman owned ranch in the Mizpah country, elect a representative who will sit for
'orge Han ey
^....011ver W old the actual performance of a play by
devoted to the raising of blooded horses one year.
office which has not been decided upon
be outing.
In the early days. Sacajawca, the DorH Vice-President
Article VI: Add to section 1 : Sfcuthe Cope Valley Community Players.
Miss Fredcrickson also made a report for the coming year is th at of Kaimin Inn Woman and Jane are' the names of for use by English huntsmen.
None
(Continued on page three)
This combination of jl gripping murder f her trip to the Kappa Epsilon na- editor. This office is not filled by the three women around who he has
Edward H. Thomas of Seattle, an
Secretary
mystery with the romantic costumes I tional convention at Iowa City, held in appointment, but will be voted on at woven his story of the Northwest.
authority on Indian languages, has
None
the general elections on May 1.
of the Eighteenth century England and April,
written an article of about 4,000 words
The book Is especially Interesting on “The Chinook Jargon.” This in Kappa Psi Initiates
Treasurer
the musty settings of a grog shop of
wen Thomas.................................. ...... that period blends to produce the at
because it advances several new Ideas cludes a very interesting paragraph
§1 Central Board Delegate
concerning
these women which have showing how this tribe of aborigines
Three New Members
HOUSING
ARRANGEMENTS
COMPLETE
mosphere of an irresistible play.
eorge “Bud” Grover...... Billy Rohlffs “Cock Robin” Is also highly entertain
been overlooked.
constructed their words by putting
Class of 1932.
FOR
TRACKMEET
CONTESTANTS
In
his
letter
to
Prof.
Daughters,
Mr.
ing through its amusing comedy
smaller words together.
General Business Meeting Held; Out
President
I Defenbach said the Board of EducaTed1Olson of Laramie, Wyo., one
touches.
ing Committee Appointed.
'illiam Boone. ..Walter “Babe” Turner
d Corbin Halls; tion In Idaho recommended the book of the best poets of the Northwest, and
Women
Will
Have
Accommodations
at
North
According
to
Director
William
Vice-President
highly as a supplementary work on James Rorte, associated with a new
Angus, the cast is rehearsing daily and
Men at Sovfth and Downtown.
None
Paul
Arndt, a senior in the School
Northwest history.
publication called the Freeman, have
has been working on the third act for
Secretary
also contributed to this issue. Mrs. T. of Pharmacy, John Romersa and Wal
fargaret Wynn____ — ------------- — the past week. A tense but smooth
Housing
arrangements
for
both
men
and
women
contestants
in
the
lace
Duncan,
freshmen in the School of
A. Wickes of Somers, a pioneer herself,
production of a mystetry play will be
Treasurer — ----Interscholastic track and field meet were completed at a meeting of CROWDER OFFERS
j has written an article on “The Pioneer Pharmacy, were given the third-degree
laire Stowe ........... ..................—..... ready next week.
initiation of Kappa Psi, men’s national
of Montana.”
The producing staff for “Cock the Interscholastic committee yesterday afternoon.
Central Board Delegate
STUDY OF FORM Woman
One of the most interesting articles honorary pharmacy fraternity, at a
Women contestants will be taken care of in North and Corbin halls.
Tcrett Logan_____ .........Allan Smith Robin” will be
meeting Tuesday night
in
this
issue
is
a
review
of
Dr.
Frank
In the past most of the women have been quartered in private resiStage manager—Melville Hawn.
Class of 1933.
A general business meeting of the
Bird Llnderman’s latest book, “Ameri
dences in the city. The arrangement this year will give them a better Summer Course Will Trace De can: The Life Story of a Great In fraternity was held in which plans for
President
Assistant—Michael Kennedy.
fjToan Zachafy....... Horace Warden !
the
annual outing were discussed.
chance
to
acquaint
themselves
with
the
University.
velopment
of
Art.
dian.” This book, according to H. G.
Properties—Dorothy Briggs.
Vice-President
Merriam, head of the English depart Dean C. E. Mollett, Prof. John Suchy
Lighting—Harold Shaw.
South hall and the larger downtown |
■cola Stevens................Veronica Staff
and
Archie
Grover were appointed* to
ment, Is undoubtedly the finest book
Assistant—Wallace Duncan.
hotels will house the men this year. | GIVE PROGRAM
John Crowder, professor of music, is yet written on the American Indian make the necessary arrangements for
Secretary
Make-up—Aune Kories,
During track meet the capacity of local
offering
a
recital
lecture
in
music
this
None
the
outing,
which will probably be
Assistants—Frances Falck, Edna hotels is taxed to the limit and many
SUNDAY EVENING summer. I t will consist of an illus and “will become a classic of Western held the last week in May.
Treasurer
T a it
contestants have been forced to stay
literature.”
trated
lecturo
once
each
week
for
the
oy Browning....Berton “Red” Mathews
Costumes—Olga Hammer.
at rooming houses and small hotels.
first six weeks of summer school, in
H| Central Board Delegate
Publicity—Albert ‘Erickson.
This arrangement has never been sat- International Club Members Of
which the development of a rt in music APPEARANCE OF CAMPUS GREATLY
ohn.Cnrtis...............Sterling J. Stapp
the director—Merlie ^factory to either the University or
Assistant
fer Entertainment.
11 be traced. The course will be a
Blanks will be left on the ballots
Cooney.
the contestants.
IMPROVED BY ABER DAY WORK
study of musical forms in their devel
or which no candidate is running for
House manager—Gertrude GustafHigh school women who are entered
opment from primitive folk music into
fflcc to be filled in by student voters.
The
Univorsity
International
club
in any of the contests held during the
' Pleased With Clean-Up; Progra for Entire Day
Refreshments—Betty Torrence and meet will be entertained a t a party will give Its annual program a t the the more highly specialized and com Manager Clark1
Marian Hobbs. v
which the A. W. S. is giving Thursday First Methodist church Sunday eve plex music of today.
Well Carried Out by Students.
Anyone interested may take the
Coleman Will Act
Business manager—Jean Paterson.
afternoon, May 15. Detailed plans for ning a t 8 o’clock a t the regular evening
Assistant—Walter Cooney.
the party will be made at the next service. This year’s program is made course as no prerequisites are neces
One minute after 7 o’clock had struck Wednesday morning, the
On C o m m i t t e e
sary, nor Is there any fee. Although it
A. W. 8. meeting and a committee
will be appointed fo make all the ne up of music and talks by members of will be primarily an appreciation bell in Main hall began to ring- again—to announce Aber day.
course,
and
listeners
are
welcome,
Promptly
at 7:45 o’clock both men and women police went to work.
the
club.
Mr. Rufus Coleman, assistant processary arrangements.
bwor in the English department, has
Transportation for the contestants
Featured on ibis varied program will credit may be received by students ful From then on everything followed schedule. At noon lunch was
filling
the
requirements
of
the
work
'ecently been appointed on the com
will be handled by the Bear Paws and be the International club orchestra
served and “ Campus Rakings” was sold. The Masquers staged a
and doing some reading outside of the
mittee of nominations of the SbakeTannns. Hazel Borders, president of
costume parade centering on their major spring quarter play, “ Cock
under the direction of Georgo Boving- class lecture work.
»peaee Association of America. -Prof.
Tanans, has already arranged for 25
The lecture work will be divided into Robin.” Interest in the Aber day primaries was slight,
Coleman has been chairman of the
cars to meet the women contestants on don. This orchestra, consisting of
o’clock and
High Court met at
about
10
pieces,
was
organized
in
1927
six parts. The first lecture will be a
Montana state membership committee
11 incoming trains. Bill Boone has
Display Covers 30 Years of promised
.or two years. The committee of
th at tbo Bear Paws will have by Alexander •Stepantsoff, former presentation of the background of mu again at 10 o’clock In the evening. Turney-High and Miss
Prof.
Scheuch,
vice-president
ot the
Magazine Drawing.
dominations was appointed to select
i cars on hand to meet the men.
president of the club. For the past sic history, in which certain primitive
“ rectors for the organization to serve
Mrs. Mildred Stone will be in charge two years the organization has been forms will be studied to see how tone University, and Dean A. L. Stone ot
Byrd Speak at Meet
the
Journalism
school
were
tho
speak
Htfti! 3933. Other members of this
of the women and Dean T. C. Spauld rated high in comparison with other association developed into definite pat
Work of famous American illustrat
ers.
Prof.
Scheuch
gave
his
personal
-ommittee are John H. H. Lyon, chair
terns.
ing will look after the men.
orchestras throughout the country
memories of "Father” Aber. Dean Welfare Convention la Held In Butte;
man, Oklahoma; Mrs. Hubert L. Bolen, ors is on display in the a rt department. f The cars will all be numbered and
The second and third lectures
Bertha Wedum will play
- Study Sodal Conditions.
Oklahoma; Wilson. Farrand, New Jer- The display consists of about three decorated with Montana colors. All organ selections, “Liebcstraum” oy be a study of folk music, tracing the Stone reviewed the history of the an
hundred
drawings
and
paintings,
all
' prof. Harry Turney-High of tho de
; Frederick T. Ranney, Michigan;
the trains will be met and contestants Liszt and “Barcarolle” by Faulkcs. development of folk songs and folk nual clean-up dny.
Jim Clark, manager, thanked every partment of sociology and Miss Has*nd prof, Anna M. Stunner. Kansas. of which have been clipped and mount who plan to reach Missoula by stage or Other musical numbers will be given danced of various nations, and how the
ed for the display. The collection is auto arc asked to notify either Mrs.
the | student for the work that had been scltlne Byrd, instructor in sociology,
Shakespeare Association of
by the International club orchestra, dance, particularly, was used
one that would be very hard to dupli
as done. Especial credit Is due those Who
America was formed “to unite lovers cate now due to the fact that the Stone or Dean Spaulding.
which will, play “In the Clock Store” art works of such g r o a t composer
are speakers on the program for the
No detailed arrangements have been by Orth and “Glow Worm” by Linke, Bacli. ”Mosdrt," Schubert, Chopin and I worked in the forestry nursery and
of Shakespeare in founding a cultural magazines from which they were taken
Brahms
on the addition to the It. O. T. C. field. Montana State Welfare convention
made as yet for the decorating of the j and several vocal duets by Jose Simanrenter; a repository for Shakespearcampus. The committee expects, how gan and Nemcslo Borgc, Felix Logan
The study of the origin ot the waits He complimented the students on the which opened Wednesday a t Butte.
eana; a gathering of scholars and stu- are no longer available.
The work such as done by Lawrence ever, to have decorations as fine as
r vitssiu
y,
, ,in different mini
Objective of the conference are to
a sqrt of Intellectual clearing
development
couu- I change
* which they had made in the
will entertain on the Hawaiian Guitar and
an(l j campus appearance.
house for those with a community of and Weyeth is put up first and the any previously used. Men fi;om the and Clyde Ban field will present a nov tries, notably in Germany,
study the principles underlying social
works
of
Inter
artists
such
as
Parish,
Chief
Justice of High Court Gordon
freshman class wiil be selected to light elty musical saw solo.
interest; a headquarters where every
America, will comprise the fourth lec
welfare
work; to Investigate, collect
Rogniien told the student body that
Shakespearean would find a welcome,” Rockwell, Philips and Sulin are posted and look after the fuses which will
Three talks by foreign born members ture.
a clean campus was one of the best and disseminate Information regarding
decorate the M.
recording to Arthur Heine, one of the later in the display. In this way
of tbo club will bo a part of the pro
Various forms used by the great advertisements that they could glv< social problems; to Increase the effi
founders. The association has its display has rather a historical
gram Sunday night. Adolph Zech, composers will be the material of the to our Interscholastic visitors a t the ciency of agencies and institutions en
NOTICE.
headquarters located in the National quenco in the colo£ section. There is
president of the club, will talk on War last two lectures. This will include track m eet
also
the
pen
and
ink
work
by
Booth
gaged in social work and to secure
club of New York, and entertains
All Methodist students arc invited and Peace, Marciano Kaquel on the the phantasio, dance forms, sonata
Gibson and Flagg which is included
Festivities ended with an all-U uniformity of action with reference to
*ny visiting members.
Philippines, and William Vlasoff on form and occasional pieces such as mixer in the Meri’s gymnasium.
to
attend
the
welncr
roast
and
picnic
in
the
display.
social welfare problems.
The organization is open to anyone
intermezzo and nocturne. After this
According to Prof. C, II. Kicdeli of to bo held Saturday. The party will Russia.
The conference plans to compilh the
| p i ! is interesfed in Shakespearean
will come program music and its clas
The
International
club,
organized
on
leave
Saturday
morning
a
t
7
o’clock
the
Art
department,
this
display
offers
first state directory of social agencies
literature. From time to time a bulALPHA KAPPA PSI.
sifications, such as descriptive, imi
and Institutions and to issue the first
iotin is published, rind each year a a real opportunity for one who wishes for tlic mountains over Marshall grade. the campus several years ago, is com
Alpha
Kappa
I*sl,men’s
national
Students wishing to go are urged to posed of foreign born students and is tative and suggestive. These lectures
handbook ot the social service re
complete bibliography of works about to see the major works in American
will have carried the development into business administration fraternity, held
Shakespeare is also published, Mem* illustration th at’ have been done in call 4192. The trip will last nearly for the purpose of creating friendliness
a §Jjort business meeting last evening. sources of the atate.
modern
music
and
jazz*
all
day.
>
among
those
students.
the last 30 years. ,
hsrship fee is a dollar a year.

Frontier Qoes
on Newsstands

“Cock Robin”

............... .........

'

J

Art Dept.Shows
American Line
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Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Gingles, Mrs. Lange, stopped off between trains to
Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Noland, Mrs. Palmer, with Prof. F. C. Scheucb,
and Mrs. Avery, Mrs. W. Wickinson,
Ruth Lleb was a dinner gues
and Mrs. L. Gatlin.
Una Randall of Corbin hall Mondi
Dinner guests at the Alpha XI Delta
H attie Bartlett was a guest
house Tuesday were Olga Hammer,
Idella Kennedy, Georgia Mae Metlen Bertha Merkowitz for dinnre at Co
hall Wednesday.
and Thelma Wolfe.

Society

The Montana Kaimin
Published semi-weekly by the Associated Students of the University
of Montana.
Entered as second-class matter a t Missoula, Montana, under act of
Congress, March 8, 1879.

Mrs. Nossell spent a few days v
William Orr was a dinner guest at
the Alpha XI Delta house Thursday Bertha Merkowitz for dinner at Co
hail.
evening.

Subscription price, $2.50 per year.
BLANCHE COPPO ------ --Liz Maury— ------------Deane Jones
Vern Haugland — -----George A dam s----- -— ....
Catherine Ulmer ------- -

............................ .....EDITOR
____________Associate
....--Associate
______ ___..__ Associate
___________ Exchange
__ ____
Society

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

EDWARD F. BECKER.________________ BUSINESS MANAGER
Richard F. West_________ ___ ------------Ass't Advertising Manager
Ray M. Birck.................. — ............. ................. — Circulation Manager

The lawn has been raked and wat
ered. Aber day has come and gone.
And perhaps when we get a new
vote of confidence from the people Of
the state, and have a little money, w ^
can plant some grass around the Li
brary and back of the Law School.

SOCIAL CALENDAR.
April 25, 1930.

North and Corbin Hall.................................—........Sport Dances
April 26, 1930.

Use Your Head.
EXT Thursday at the ASUM final election seven mea
sures for revising the constitution will be put to a vote
of the student body. On Wednesday a general convo
cation will be held for the purpose of acquainting students
with the measures and the existent conditions which make it
advisable to bring them to vote.
One of the -greatest evils of a democracy is the ignorance
and lackadaisical attitude of the electorate. The. so-called in
telligent minority takes the stand that it does not matter any
way and that corruption is an admitted part of any election.
The majority do not take a stand but simply go to the polls
and mark crosses beside the first name or paragraph that
takes their fancy, or else just not go. The politicians are the
only ones who really know what it is all about inside and out
side, and they can hardly be termed an unprejudiced group.
In a small world such as we have here all these things appear
in miniature. The politicians are not corrupt, the radical
element or those whom we style intelligentsia do not class the
“ machine” as evil but merely stupid and there is sufficient
personal knowledge among the majority to create some in
terest in the outcome. Because we possess the evils of a
democracy in lesser degree proportionately to the state and
federal governments can we not also exaggerate their virtues?
Can we not show (and feel) an interest in what is going on
in our own corner and weigh the issues to determine the best
course of action? The measure to be Voted upon will have
an effect upon the operation of student affairs. They are
not included on the ballot simply to make it look more im
posing. What is your opinion concerning them or do you have
opinions of your own?—L. M.

S

Seniors’ Bewilderment.
PRING term is almost half over. Graduation is just
around the corner for several hundred seniors in the Uni
versity and the question writ on the wall by a moving
finger reads “ What next?”
A look over college newspaper editorial columns is interest
ing in the many-sided angles editors write upon. Some see
graduation as a time of bewilderment and indecision; others
caution the graduate that he must step carefully and expect
pitfalls.
Let ns read a few:
. Says the Washington State Evergreen: “ Clutching the cov
eted sheepskin, the student realizes that his college career has
been a whirl of social activities and a mere splurge of book
culture. . . With graduation comes the signal for seniors to
join in the big parade, getting ahead and chasing the mighty
dollar . . . Perhaps a closer contact of the colleges with the
outside ‘bread and butter’ interests would clarify the average
student’s conception of what to study.”
From these measured tomes wo pass to the practical advice
of a graduate printed in the McGill (Montreal) Daily: “ I
have decided why the future always looks so dark to the young
student turned loose upon the world. I t looks dark because
the vastness of the whole thing has the effect of confusing the
reflective faculty before it has a fair chance to begin operat
ing. . . Go out and get yourself a job. Let your ambition take
care of itself. I t may seem to lie dormant for a while, but it
is sure to grow strongly and surely under the greatest inspir
ation of all—work.”
The Oregon State Barometer attacks “ criticism current to
the effect that American colleges are handing out too many
degrees, that the college graduate is becoming a drug on the
market.” If, it says, there is “ something to be gained in life
that is more important than the ability to command a large
salary there can never be so many graduates that a college de
gree will be worthless.”
More collegiate and smacking of the alma mater feeling is
the Michigan Daily which says, ‘.‘With the approach of com
mencement, there comes the sad thought of a large class of
students being abruptly divorced from the scenes of what have
been the happiest and most enjoyable years of their lives, per
haps never again to bask in even its superficial pleasures.”
Voicing the dissatisfaction felt by some students after a
college has graduated them, comes the Linfield Review which
says “ many seniors wish they might start over again. That
seems to be the universal and oft-repeated plaint of students:
that they have wasted much time and misused more of it be
cause of wrong ideas, laziness, and inability to think and
study.”
From the Great flakes district, the Michigan State News
says, “ Education is a tool in the hands of the college gradu
ate. . . I t will not work by itself, it demands a careful, patient,
and determined operator. . . . College offers to us nothing
more than opportunity and it is up to us to apply ourselves.”
The Daily Nebraskan foresees a jolt for the big frog in the
little puddle. “ Being a senior in college—a power on the
campus—ris really one grand spree of glory before starting in
as a freshman again in the world outside. . . Graduation is
simply a commencement into the millrush of activity that will
make college life, with its misfortunes, seems like a quiet sun
pool.”
Let us close with some practical words from the McGill
D aily: “ For those who have already begun to plan a career . . .
do not approach the graduate of some two or three years and
ask him what he thinks of the future in the particular work he
is doing. . . The graduate will probably have opinions which
he can express at some length, but undoubtedly inaccurate in
his judgments to the extent of about ninety per cent. . . The
bust way to get reliable information is to go to the men who
have gone further through the mill.”—Oregon Emerald.
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Among those trees back of the Law
library, If It was only lawn, might be
the nicest place on the campus.
„

Sigma Nu.....________________________ _______ ___Fireside
Newman Club.....r.................................................................Dance
Phi Sigma Kappa............. .... ........ ............— Installation Dance
D ruids................ ............................... ...... t.....................F ormal

No matter how hard anyone worked
Wednesday, unless they were on the
Torrence, Mabel Murchison, Joyce Don
Aber Day Mixer.
crew with the eight mules that cleaned
The fifteenth annual Aber day mixer aldson, Gwen McDermott, Annie Mae
up the drill field, they didn't do any
was held Wednesday evening at the Hurst, Mary Klnniburgh and Eleanor
thing at all.
Kaatz.
Men's gymnasium at 8 o’clock.
A second session of High Court was
High Court was as big a bore, and
Faculty Dinner.
held
a
t
10
o’clock
which
dealt
out
as maliciously stupid, as ever. One
Women members of the faculty held
might say something about sadism, but punishment for those who shirked at
their
monthly
dinner a t Corbin hall
tending
the
High
Court
during
the
that's too long a word.
last evening at 6:15. Mrs. Jeanette
afternoon.
Wayne
spoke
on
her trip around the
Phil Sheridan's orchestra furnished
As for Campus Bakings; all we read
was “Tha Burp” and the ads. We are the music. Chaperones for the mixer world.
The idea of a monthly dinner origin
glad th at no one has guessed who were Prof, and Mrs. G. D. Shallenwrites this Line-O-Tripe, but we will berger, Dean and Mrs. T. C. Spaulding, ated this year and will continue until
give you a lead; in 1act two leads. Dean and Mrs. R. C. Line, Mrs. Mildred the end of school. The dinner was
We are from Minneapolis, and we are Stone, Prof, and Mrs. C, Deiss, Mr. and served in buffet fashion. The follow
Mrs. Elmer Burch, Prof, and Mrs. ET ing attended the dinner:
not Scandinavian.
Cook, Prof, and Mrs. P. C. Phillips,! Miss W. Adams, Mrs. T. Brantly
Mrs. P. K. Turner, Mrs. Mildred Stone
Since campus elections are coming Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Serery.
Mrs. A. F. LeClaire, Mrs. T. G. Swear
up soon, we wish to Indicate th at we
Pan
Hellenic
Banquet.
ingen, Miss Lucia Mlrrlelees, Mrs. Har
take bribes and guarantee favorable
The annual Pan Hellenic installation | rlet Wood, Mrs. J. Wayne, Miss Cath
notices In Tha Bird. Any candidate
may have our services for the asking, banquet was held in the Florence hotel I erine White, Miss Maclay, Mrs. J
banquet ball Tuesday evening. Three | O’Keefe, Miss C. Russell, Miss E. Sick*
and we prefer cash to cigars.
representatives from each sorority at els, Mrs. L. Lehman.
Vanity Fair for May is i the newS- tended the banquet Joyce Donaldson,
newly installed president, presided at
Mrs. Keith Entertains.
stands today.
the banquet. The prefix "Pan” was
Mrs. Frank Keith, Kappa Kappa
In spite of University officials, this used as the theme for the toasts. Of Gamma housemother, entertained a t a
is absolutely the most wonderful spring the incoming officers, Dorothy Chesely tea a t 4 o'clock for the housemothers
on record. Nature and man hare con had for her talk “Pantisocracy” ; Pa on the campus and other guests. Jean
trived many things to help out. For tricia Torrance talked on "Panorama” ; and Louise Sanders sang several se
instance, there is wonderful kibitzing Eleanor Keefe spoke on "Panifellenlc.” lections during the tea. Those invited
Thirty places were set and the table were: Mrs. Blackman, Mrs. Betterton,
at the excavation next to J. C. Penney’s
store down town. In the window at was effectively arranged with sweet
Mosby’s, ju st across the street, is a peas and roses. The representatives
most mysterious coffee pot which con who attended were: Georgia Fisher,
tinues to poiir coffee into a full cup. Frances Ullman, Constance Stevens,
The cup doesn't overflow—the pot Ruth Gillespie, Dorothy Rawn, Bertha
Wedum, Dorothy Chesley, Jeanette
doesn’t run dry.
FREE—
Rottering, Mary Hegland, Shirley
shampoo with a finger
And more; there are flowering Miller, Julia Patton, Betty Daniels,
wave or marcel until
bushes all over the side of Sentinel. Annie Jean Stewart, Marjorie Craw
May 9.
Where the grass was burnt off last fall ford, Matilda Spencer, Geraldine Gray,
is now the most tender green. One Betty thomas, Elizabeth Perbam, Elin
Stratton Beauty
wishes the whole mountain had been or Keefe, Evelyn Blaeser, Elizabeth
Shop
burnt over. Someone is moving a large Bower, Marlon Schroeder, Patricia
800 N. Higgins
Phone 2038
bouse right down the middle of Hig
gins avenue.
not to ask him about books until after
that date.
And yet more. There is gdlng to be
an eclipse of the sun next Monday.
Watch the papers for the time of the
performance. Schulz started getting
the flag poles ready for Track meet;
first thing we know the arch will be
up. Then there is the "Stein Song,”
We Have
which sounds exactly like a college
Delicious Sandwich Buns
should sound.

Opening Special

Roes Leavitt returned yestex
Frances Elge and H arriet Louther
went to Hamilton with the Christian from attending the Forestry conven
a
t
Sandpoint, Idaho.
church choir to give an Easter cantata,
"The King of Glory.”
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Perham
Mrs. Edna Palmer entertained Mrs. daughter, Peg, are visiting Beth
Turner and Mrs. Moore a t a luncheon ham. Peg Is a guest at the Ka
Alpha Theta house.
at the Florence hotel Wednesday.
Donald Stevllngson, Jennings Mayland and Lawrence Shadoan spent the
last three days a t Flathead lake.
Miss Ruth Cameron and Dorothy
Rawn were dinner guests a t the Alpha
Phi house last evening.
Ethlyn Parsons was a dinner guest
of Nell Grant a t the Kappa Alpha
Theta house last evening.
Mr. Garnett Barnhill was a dinner
guest a t the Sigma Phi Epsilon house
yesterday.
• c
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Mr. McMillan, first grand presi
dent of ttffe Sigma Chi fraternity,
Lengthening Your Dresses?
Have time and money by having the
bottoms hemstitched.

The A rt A Gift Shop
Near the Wilma

T he
Western Montana
National Bank
Affiliated with
F irst Bank Stock Corporation

Political Economics explains
the Lew of Supply and De
mand, bet when a mm's de
mands are always greater
then his allow—ce supplies—
we can solve tbs scisnct of
THAT o a t for him! Try our
bodget-stretching prices sod
astonish your parents for
ever after! It resfly can be
done!

J .C PEN N EY GQ

Zanadu by Vantine A Complete Line of Cosmetics
“T he Milk-Bath of Beauty’’
Creams and powders all have milk-base which gives
perfect foundation for glowing health in
your complexion.

a

PUBLIC DRUG STORE

GOING ON A PICNIC

The Editor of the Sentinel has asked
us to announce th at the books will be
out as soon as the engravers have fin
ished fiddling with the copy, and the
printers have been able to extract stuff
to print. As a date, he says June 1,
or thereabouts, will do.

Solving the
Problem
of Supply
and Demand

Florence Hotel

and

All Kinds of Cookies and Cakes

JSTY TRENCHERMEN

TAYLOR & HILL BAKERY

CRIED FOR IT /
IP S

Therefore the Editor of the Sentinel
wishes all who do not desire to start
a long and embarrassing conversation

*

w B t

•

— AM) hearty hoofers in sisted , too— so Ted
Wallace and hia boys carved the rollicking -Stein
Song” into this new Columbia record!
It’s the most rousing wassail obbligato since “It’s
Always Fair W eather” —and under the lively
Wallace baton its gleeful melody makes swell
stepping!
Hear this great prosit opus today, and these
other hits, to o . . .
Record No. 2151 -D—10 inch— 75o
Stem Song (University o r M ints)? Fox Trots.Ted Wallace
T elling It T o T bs Daisies
j and His Campos Boy*
Record No. 2146 -D—10 inch— 75c
T en Cents a Dance ( from -S imple Simon”)) VocaU
F unny, D ead, Wuat Love Can Do
) Rath Siting
Record No. 21 i 5 >D—10 Inch— 75 c
L azy Loitsiana Moon
)
Should I ( from the Motion P icture)
“Lord Byron of Broadway")

Ra^on Pajamas
Blacks and colors with
contrasting trimmings—

D A IN T Y FROCKS

$2.45 to $4.95

For W arm Days

Three piece fancy printed rayon
in tan, blue and orchid......... -

Alluringly styled of georgette, printed chiffon and plain
and printed cropos. Many of the sleeveless models have the
new jackets which make them suitable for street wear.

$12.75 to $19.75
The Priess Ready-To-Wear

Columbia

Records

V iva -to n a l R ecording-T he R ecords w ith o u t Scratch

Columbia Records and Phonographs

ORYIS MUSIC HOUSE
Broadway at Pattee

These Records May Be Bought at

SMITH’S DRUG STORF.
“The Busy Corner”
Higgins and Broadway

m li#
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ftlEDELL SPEAKS
OR PROGRAM

Constitution

I

Coleman New Head
Of English Group

MONTANA

KA IM I N

‘COCK ROBIN”

(Continued from page ono)
Who Killed Cock Robin?
dents with baccalaureate degrees are
Was It Accidental?
Jretchen Gayhart Addresses Lit not eligible to become members of A. Elected at Repent Meeting of Inland
Empire Association.
St U. M.
tle Theatre Audience.
Did Hancock Robinson (Cock Robin)
Section S: Provisional upon the
die through accidental circumstances
other amendments.
Rufus Coleman, assistant professor when he was shot on stage during the
'A ploy is no better than Its andlSection 5 s In accordance with the in the English department, was elected duel scene of “Cock Robin ?” Or was
ace» said Prof. C. It. Eledell in his
sit to the Little Theatre Tuesday cve- Australian ballot systefh the names of president of the Council of' the Teach his murder caused by the premeditated
jaj. “Art in the past ages has been the candidates shall appear on the bah ers of English, a part of the Inland act of one member of the cast alone?
Empire Education association, at the It seems possible that the gun which
.reduced in accordance or with the lot In alphabetical order.
Section 6: I t shall require a major recent meeting of that body in Spokane. Torrence shot Robinson with had been
imitation of the times. And what was
rt to drama to the people of the ity to effect the election of any offi . The Inland Empire Council of accidentally loaded with a bullet and
tlddle Ages is not a rt to us. So with cer and in case th at there are more Teachers of English Includes the high that it was unfortunately discharged
be Romans who enjoyed the lower than two candidates for the some office school teachers and the college pro at poor Cock Robin. Perhaps it is
orms of drama, the comedy, the audi a primary election shall be held prior fessors of Oregon, Washington, Idaho accidental for Torrence but ns McAuland Montana.
to the general election.
o s was equal with the play.”
iffe says, “Try and convince the police.
Miss Jeanette Mattby of the North Wouldn't that bo sweet. .1 didn't know
Section 6A: In case there is but one
Prof. Rledeli cited the earliest of the
Central
high
school,
Spokane,
was
that it was loaded,”
candidate
for
election
the
student
body
mtdoor attempts a t dramatic pcrormance going back to the pro-historic shall bo given the opportunity of Writ elected vice-president
Then who did put the bullet In the
aen to Louisiana who gathered In a ing in its choice for the office at the
gun, how did a ball-cartridge happen
mgs festival at the burial of their primary. The one who receives the
to
get among the blanks that were
Book Shelf Contains
lead. The building of the death highest number of votes in the primary
supposed to be put into the guns?
oound carried the dramatic effect with shall he nominated to oppose the regu
Briggs,
the stage manager, admits that
Variety of Interest
be festival. Also in Egypt there de larly nominated candidate, providing
he loaded the pistols. Then they
passed Into the hands of Marla, the
nned an old dramatic treat in the that he receives ten or more votes and
Selection Rangers From- Finance to assistant director, who supposedly ex
.recession of the priests from the consents .to be a candidate.
Child Raising'Topics.
amined them. McAuliffe, the director,
rater toward the mountains or tun
Add to section 7: The petition shall
ing, Decoration was accomplished by be filed with the student auditor who
was the next person to have them and
There
is
an
unusual
variety
of
books
who brought them on stage. It is
jigging holes In the rock and then will keep secret the names of the can
.ladag trees in these to form an didates until the names are posted five on the new book shelf of the library reasonable, then, to assume that Tor
af
present,
ranging
from
international
rence accidentally shot Robinson with
itenue for the procession. The Druids days before the election.
d England also performed a very strlka gun th at someone else had loaded.
Section 9: Class officers shall be finance to child raising.
ng and dramatic event In their sacrl- elected in the same manner and at the
A few of the books th at might be of That is, either Briggs, Maria or Mc
lces of beautiful maidens from their same time as the officers of the A. S. interest a re : two books by the national Auliffe could, have slipped the bullet
ilbe for the success of the crops or IT. M. This of course, does not apply industrial conference board. The Inter into the gun.
McAuliffe replies, “You can’t get
hr tain or other prayers. The Ito- to the freshman classes whose election national Financial Position of the
nans of course cannot he denied t h e __ill he held within two weeks after United States and Mergers in Indus away with this either. Maria and
me
are outsiders here, and it would
strength of drama in their spectacles j the beginning of a c t u a l ^•bool
!
try
;
Footlights
and
Spotlights
by
Otis
work at
hat occurred In the Roman Coliseum. J ancj by the call of the president of Skinner; Cow Country by Will James; suit you all a lot better if you could
make
It look like one of us did It, in
AH of these contained dramatic val-r
My Autobiography by Benito Musso
its but had the meagerest of setting.
Section 10 and 11 same as section 9. lini ; My Life and Times by Jerome K. stead of one of your own crowd/* Is
McAuliffe
right? The answer is found
Too much scenery detracts from the
Section 12: In case of the vacancy Jerome; Notes of a Son and Brother
Hay, was Mr. Rledell’s statement of a class office the president of the by Henry James; and Lincoln's Own in “Cock Robin” to be presented by
the Montana Masquers May 2 and 3.
Therefore the more intense the trag A. S. U. M. shall, on petition of the Stories by Anthony Gross.
Who did put the bullet in the gun?
edy the less a rt there is needed. He officers of <the class, cause to bo printed
The next episode will answer that
ilso compared the realisms to art, that I in two issues of the Kalinin immediquestion.
t the animal interest or realism to the 1ately prior to the meeting, notice
(See the next Episode Tuesday.)
tbstract qualities which constitute art. I the Class election and the date, thereof. 1
jndcr these qualities fall the proper
Article IV, Section 3 Clause I to be
_
„ T.
» .. « , .
1.
...
. . j
,
*
_
„
,1
Lean Robert C. Line of the School
NOTICE.
'ora and color in stage setting and oc- I changed to: The
Publications
commit.
_
.
.
,
.
.
.
..
...
of Business Administration has re__________
dgnlng for theatrical productions. And tee shall have all other than editorial
. .
.. . . . .
T- -m
.
.
,_ . _ _
„ ■ ,
ceived an imitation to speak before
There will be a general business
bet the wily thing th at wq can judge I supervision over all student publlca- r the Montana Retail Merchants* asso
meeting of the Pharmacy elnb Tuesday
irt in the theatre Is by the good frag-1 tion together with any special duties
ciation which meets in Great Falls | afternoon. Election of officers will
neats, the way that we judge every- outlined for the committee by Central
June 9-10.
be
held.
blog else.
I Board; the committee shall also act
Mr. Line will report on material he
Gretchen Gayhart in her talk car- in an advisory capacity with other
has prepared on the growth and devel
•led the advance of drama and stage University publications,
jetting from the early Greeks up to
The rulings of this committee shall opment of chain stores in Montana.

Chain Stores Will
Be Line'8 Subject

Aelasco's time. She told of the early 1become official and binding when rati-.
Jn*k amphitheater and of the intro- fled by Central Board,
taction of the hut or scene and the
The Publications committee shall he
jplcal Greek scenery of revolving composed of three student members
hosen
each year by Central Board and
lrams which presented the tragic,
-orate or satirical setting which, was the following seven permanent mem
tecessary for the play. In Rome most bers:
1. Advisor of Publications.
«f the drama occurred In the ampbi2. Advisor of the Frontier.
hcaters with parades, pageants, actual
voter battles and then the famous j 3. Advisor for the Sentinel.
4. The editor for the Alumnus.
,1adlatorial contests.
The only contribution of the Middle J 5. The editor of the Sentinel.
lges to art, according to Miss Gayhart. J 6. The editor of the Kalinin.
vaa the introduction of a decorated! 7. The business manager of the
>ack curtain. Then the English In j Kalinin.
he Biackfriars theatre in London deArticle \ . To add to Sec. 3A: The
'eloped the side wings and appropriate j Publications committee shall approve
;eiiiag£. In this manner the double I ®R publications soliciting local adver-J
rtage with the arch was used, but the tlslrig, such approval to be obtained a j
jack stage soon became the center of month in advance of the date of publiictioa and finally the front stage was J cation.
dropped. The only vestige of th at in! Article V., See. 3B: No publication
be modern theater is the apron in j shal^ be approved the profits of which
dront of the curtain.
are to be used for purposes other than
fe
- -.
______
A. 8. U. M.

of
Experiences Abroad

PM" Three

Society Collects
COMPILE RESULTS
History of West
OF FROSH TESTS
Phillips

Is

Member of
Association.

Historical Montana Rates About Midway

Prof. P. C. Phillips, who is a mem
ber of the Mississippi Valley Histor
ical association, has received word
that the association has established an
Historical Manuscripts commission.
Tills group is making a Collection of
materials relating to the history of
the West, with a view of publishing
the most valuable. It is proposed to
make a study of all manuscripts, and
write a brief description and summary
of each.
Prof. Phillips Is also a member of
the Manuscript Commission of the
American Historical association.

Among College Scores.
Results of the 1930 freshman psy
chology tests as compiled by the Amer
ican Council on Education give the
University of Montana a median of
137.42 as compared to the general
median of 140.07. These tests were
given in 122 colleges and universities
to 34,507 students.
The scores made by the various
schools range from 82.5 to 222.86.
Fifty-seven of the schools rank below
Montana in.the standing and 05 rank
higher.

Scotty vs. Pal
Defying the big “M” men who
reigned supreme with their paddles
during Aber day, Scotty and Pal, two
of Montana's favorite dogs of the
bologna variety, staged a bloodless,
but furlouS, battle on the oval shortly
after lunch.
“Yip,” says Pal and following an
answering “woof” from Scotty the two
campus canines went Into battle.
After a great deal of squealing and
some rolling the two, as If by mutual
consent, called It quits and scrambled
in opposite directions as fast as their
abbreviated legs could take them.
In spite of the brevity of the brawl
the bologna battles brought a big bunch
of spectators to the scene.

French Club to Hold
Meeting on Tuesday
The meeting of the French club
scheduled to have met Thursday eve
ning at the Alpha Xi Delta house, has
been changed to next Tuesday evening
a t the same place.
R. 0. Hoffman, professor of foreign |
languages, will tell of some of his ex
periences in Europe. Several new
members will be initiated and a sur
prise program will be presented.
Ethlyn Fowler is a patient at S t | |
Patrick’s hospital where she was op- 1
prated on for appendicitis Tuesday.
I
Did You Hear—
—Buiz-z-z—
—Next Week?
WATCH FOR IT

The Sandwich Shop

Order the
Sunday Special

Spumonia Royal

every man

Ice Creant

to be smartly attired for the warm days and evenings,
where there will be a gathering of well dressed people,
should have at least one pair of white flannels to choose
from, we have them in plain white and stripes of tin e ,
gray, black and brown.

7.00 to 12.00

1 Nat Allen Tells

% Tbs Spanish club met last evening!
$ it tte Kappa Delta bouse.
1 An interesting talk was given by
8 Sat Allen on bis experiences in the
8 Orient, and the evidences of Spanish
Ij nfluence in the Philippine islands.
f§ I'be group sang several songs and
1 rtayed games, after which refreshments
* ivere served.

fI

The First National
Bank

i m ptH

MEET ME AT

KELLEY’S
Where All the Gang Goes.

KELLEY’S CIGAR STORE

'1

Men!

<I When you park your
;; pin. remember t hat
- I the finest in cigars
and candy can be had
at
A

Missoula
Drug Co.
The House of Service,*1

A

a t the

BARBECUE
344 Plymouth

WHX NOT
Let us make your old hats
look like new?
Missoula H at Cleaning & Shoe
Shining Parlor
“A good shine any time/*

o r MISSOULA
Established 1873

'I

Radio Music

IF

your

letter

was
good enough
to win th e g i r l
.. it may win the
Grand Prize o f
* 1 0 0 0
354 other ,prizes offered for
the best letters submitted in
the EATON, CRANE &
PIKE LETTER WRITING
CONTEST. The world’s lead
ing stationery manufacturers
want to know who can write
the best: (1) LOVE LETTER; (2) FAREWELL LETTER; (3) BREAD-AN©BUTTER LETTER. It may
be you. Come in and let us
explain tho simple rules of
the contest*

THE

OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY

rij?r up your hearts to this
im m o rtal words
f every college man will
^
remember. . . a superb
Vall6e song with a thrill that’s a solar
plexus wallop 1
The best and the newest music is on
Victor Records . . . performed by the
cream o f the world's orchestras and
artists . . . IN EVERY FIELD. The
famous Victor dance arrangements
would rejuvenate a centenarian! Here
arc most recent releases—At your
Victor dealer’s NOWl

2 2 3 0 7 -W H E T tE T H E
, DAFFOMII g

2 2 8 0 1 -S O N G O F T H E
GARDEN CATE—Ted FlorUo and

223 g o —W JB A T 1 S T H I H
T H IN G
1.I.E D jL fjT vE
a n d THE MOON
Luthtr.

2 2 3 2 0-C H Y IN * F O R 1
_______

TVOT only unusual in design, but un
usual in every detail. That will be
noted instantly in reviewing our sprng
display. Unusual, yet pleasing effects
are offered in the styling; unusual, too,
is the needlework, which means perfect
fit in all the tailoring details. And it is
the little touch here and there that takes
these Shirts out of the commonplace
category. And for these reasons these
Shirts are unusual in value, too!.

_____r ti ty o f Bfalna

S T E I N S O N G and ST. LOUIS.
BLUES—Rudy Valid*’* Yankces.

A L L T H E MUSIC YOU W ANT

WHEN

YO U W A N T I T c / w

TCTOR.
RECORDS

McCracken Stores

THE

Pago Four

MONTANA'

TRTD'AT, APKTTj 23.

KAIMIN

Men Receive Special
Published
Postponed Picnic
BOEING OFFERS
FORD FOOLS FATE Article
INTERCLASS MEET FIELD EVENTS
Training on Revit
In New Magazine
To
Be
Tomorrow
FLYING AWARDS
ON SCHEDULE FOR THIS AFTERNOON
Frosh Collides Twice in

Jrack Trials to Be Run Off on Saturday at University; Strong Entry University Students Are Eligible
List Is Assured.
to Compete.
All' the field events in the Intorclnss
track meet 'Will be hold on Dornblnscr
field this afternoon. The track events
arc scheduled for Saturday.
Three times in the last four years
interclass honors have been carried
off by the juniors. The senior class
has taken the event once and the two
lower classes have been left out in the
cold.
On the face of the previous records
the juniors and seniors again look
like the pick of the field though the
competition should be closer than
usual.
Nelson. Samples, Priest, Stevliugsen,
Curtiss, Percy, Burke, Mario, Hill and
Morrow will carry the burden for the
seniors. These men took tho honors
last year and they will be hard to beat
The juniors are the two Grovers,
Lockwood, Muhlick, Pctersoh, Page,
Davis, Parmenter, Carey, Moore and
Schultz. These men figure to give the
seniors a close run.
Sophomore talent which looks good
Includes Murray, S#iulding, DeBord,
Thompson, Thibodeau, Blakeslee, Turn
er, Cos, Ganghan, Snyder, Kuth and
F lin t
From the frosh class come several
point winners from last year's Interscholastie including Watson, White,
Evans, Wallinder, Keenan, Andrews,
Kelley and many others.

New Ewe
Near Natural Science hall there is
a new sheep—a sheep surrounded by
a cast-iron, ornamental fence. She,
an ewe aged one year and one-half,
will be used by the immunology class
of the biology department Each year
a new ruminant occupies that filigreed
square.
The immunology class is studying
anti-amboceptors which arc a part of
the chemical explanation of immunity
phenomenon. Their sheep is yet with
out a name.

Any student in the University at tho
present time, who is interested in aero
nautics, is eligible to complete for four
scholarships of a total tuition value
Wo expect a good crowd oil Dora- of $7100, offered by W. E. Boeing, an
outstanding
figure in American avia
blasor this afternoon.
tion.
The
first
award,
the W. E. Boeing
Although the seniors are doped to
take the meet the underclassmen Master Pilot, Ground School and Fly
ing Scholarship, is a nine months’
should have their innings today.
course covering 203 hours of flying
Still the old fellows should take at and 1,224 hours of ground school in
least three first places and as many struction. The second award' is the
Boeing Master Mechanic course, con
seconds.
sisting of nine months of instruction.
There is plenty of competition from The third award is the Boeing Master
all classes in most events and excep Pilot Ground School course, with nine
tional times—for early season—should months of instruction; and the fourth
award is the Boeing Private course,
be turned in.
requiring two to four months of ground
There will be no eligibility strings and flight instruction.
Candidates must have maintained a
tied to this meet.
scholastic standing to classify them in
The Coast conference basball season the upper one-third of their class for
the entire period of their enrollment
gets underway today.
The candidates must write an essay
Oregon meets her “traditional rival,” on one of tho following subjects: “Avia
the Aggies.
tion’s Contribution to International
ism,” “The Development of Air TransBoth schools boast a flock,. of vets pbrtion and Its Possibilities,” or “The
and some promising stuff from last Development of Safety Features on
year’s frosh class.
Established Air Transport Lines.”
The essays must reach the Boeing
Our ploying field was put in shape
School of Aeronautics of Oakland by
Aber day.
Juno 0. They will bo judged by a
Should be a lot of enthusiasm among national committee of award, composed
of prominent educators and leaders In
the Intramurals.
the aeronautical industry.
Last season was fairly successful.
Full details of the Boeing scbolarPharmacy finished on top after a close Iships competition may be obtained from
the administrative offices or from the
race.
I Boeing School of Aeronautics, Oakland
With spring football, track and* golf Airport, Oakland, Cal.
there is still room for baseball on the
campus.
CORRESPONDENT LECTURES

Sport Spurts

The Community course is a big
Wolf von Dewall, Internationally
drawing card these days. At any hour
students are to be found there in num known newspaper correspondent, is
making a series of lectures a t the Uni
bers.
versity of California a t Los Angeles.
Golf is rapidly replacing fishing as The topics of Herr von Dewall’s lec
the “yarn sport”
tures arc mostly on Germany and tbe
United States of Europe.
A surprising number hold out for
Von dewall is foreign editor of tbe
V. S. C. SHOW RECORD.
the entire IS.
Frankfurter Zeitung, Germany's lead
ing newspaper. The Zeitung, which is
The oil rig to the south of the course
Los Angeles, April 25.—With Uni
comparable to the New York Times
versity of Southern California athletes is the cause of much speculation.
in the.Unitcd States, is a decidedly lib
making a clean sweep of victories in
Our guess is—water for the course. eral democratic publication.
all major sports against Stanford and
I Tn accordance with its pacifist pol?A
brook
would
be
an
Improvement.
taking victories in three out of four
I icies, the Zeitung has. an official rep
major sports against California, the
If numbers mean anything the resentative a t the League of Nations.
Trojans have just- completed their Missoula high school should have a Voij Dewall has served in this capacity
greatest athletic year in competition world-beating track team.
I since Germany’s entrance into the
with their two.main rivals.
League. Previous to this he was an
Individual athletic duels for the uni
Some good, talent over there, too, unofficial delegate.
versity year of 1920-30 between South especially in the field events.
ern California and Stanford and Cali
LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION.
fornia came to a close last week with
See where Corporal Izzy Schwartz
the final Trojan-Card and Trojan Bear took the count the other night. The
)
Professors
and graduate assistants
gascball games in the north, although Corporal, in our opinion, is about the
at the University of Oregon plan a
teams from these universities will meet best of the “mites.”
language
association..
Faculty memagain before the season ends in the
Butte is putting on an amateur box I bers in the departments of English,
California Intercollegiate track cham
Germanic
languages
and
literature,
pionships, Pacific Coast conference ing tournament billed as state cham
tennis and golf championships and in pionship. There arc to be team prizes Greek, Latin and Romance languages
are eligible to the association.
well as the individual awards.
national track competition.
Against Stanford, the Trojans won
A Grizzly team should have little
the football game, took two out of
trouble in annexing the title.
three basketball games, won the track
SOME D A Y
meet anal took two out of three base
McNally, Haney and Crowley have
ball contests. Against California, the all held state titles in the past. There All shops may offer you soles
Trojans - lost the football game but may be others in school who have won
of the highest quality that give
more than made up for this only major places in tho Butte meet.
less trouble and more comfort
sport seliback of the year by taking
two out of three basketball games,
There are certainly others vho to the wearer.
making a clean sweep of the three- would cop.
game baseball series and giving the
YO U NG REN
Bears the first track defeat they have
Would like to see a meet with Aggie
Does That Now.
ever suffered.
boxers. I t would be sweet revenge for
the wrestling fracas.
Basement of Higgins Block
CENSUS.
Six thousand two hundred and sev
eoty-nine students who swarm the Uni
versity of Washington campus this
quarter apparently don’t count,
least the census enumerator doesn’t
think so. She turned in to Uncle Sam
as the official population of the
campus not over 15 human beings—
the exact figures were not available.
To be counted as an iteiq of popu
lation a person must be free, white,
21, self-supporting and must have an
established residence at the place In
which be would be counted. Dormitory
dwellers and fraternity livers didn’t
count but housemothers, janitors and
cooks did.
Another interesting problem of the
jccnsus taker was whether some build
ings were buildings or just memories.

We specialize in student
hairtrimming.

Phone 3511

Pens................... $2.75 to $7.00
Pencils .....:........$1.00 to $3.00
Sets ..................$3.75 to $15.00

Harkness Drug Store
Cor. Pine & Higgins

Phone 8231

Between Library and Main hall, a
black and white Schaeffer fountain
pen, with the name Ethel Schcytt
printed on i t Finder please return t o !
Main hall phone booth.
LARSON IS RECOVERING.
Raymond Larson, Big Sandy, is a
patient in S t Patrick's hospital fol
lowing an operation for appendicitis
Wednesday afternoon.

COGSWELL VISITS.
University of Washington students,
alumni and other supporters are buy
Andy Cogswell, '27, visited In Mis
ing tags to send the crew to Pough
soula Wednesday. Cogswell Is em
keepsie.
Three On-to-Poughkeepsic
ployed by tho Montana Standard In
days were set aside by Mayor Frank A.
Edwards o f‘ Seattle to the crew tag Bultc.
day. The move to send a Washing
ton crew to tho Poughkeepsie regatta
T ry Us If You Care for the
comes as a result of their victory over
Best Results.
the California's crew last week.

Leading Shoe Shop

J. A. LACASSE, Prop.
5X4 S. Higgins
Cementing Work a Specialty

COLLEGE TRAMPS.
A college for tramps has been found
ed In Chicago. Tuition la a dime and
students are entitled to a free night's
lodging. Classes are regular and dis
cussion on civics, sociology, history
and literature are given by regular
professors to tbe travelling students.
—Silver and Gold.

LUNCH

The picnic which the Education
club had planned for last week will
be held Saturday afternoon, April
26. All members of the club and
prospective teachers are asked to
sign up for the picnic not later
than Saturday morning. Transpor
tation lias been arranged and cars
will leave Main hall at 2 p. m. Bring
35 cents for lunch. The party will
return by 7 p. m.

I.OST.

Cadets of both junior and *
rank in Advanced Officers’ Tra
have been receiving special lnifcru
in regard to inspections and rev
Special classes are held twice a
for all upperclAss cadet officers,
classes meet on Monday at 8 o’<
and on Friday a t 1 o’clock.
;
This drill is being given in pre]
tion for the annual Inspections tha
R. O. T. C. has each spring. Tbe
one this year will be during t
meet week.

Kappa Alpha Theta pin between
North hall and oval.
.
MARY BREEN.
TERRETT GUEST OF BYRD.

Barbara Terrett of Helena, as
“Libel,” a torts case, was tried in sistant secretary of the Montana Edu
the Law school court room last evening cational Society, was the guest of Miss
with Steiner Larson and Clay Crlppen ITasseltine Byrd yesterday.
upholding the plaintiff and defendant
BOREDOM.
Journalists ’acted as Jurymen, and
Prof. Walter Pope presided.
According
to an editorial in the
The case was scheduled for last week
but due to the illness of Larson, it j California Daily Bruin published by
the students of U. C. L. A. lack of
was postponed until last night.
enthusiasm and an attitude of utter
boredom characterizes college students
LOST.

WE HAVE—
The Garden Tools, Hose,
Faints, Floor Wax, Floor
Polishers, etc.

Month-End

UNIVERSITY
GROCERY

Specials

Hoot Beer
Fresh and Lunch Meats
Country Club and Bohemian
Beer
Candy, Cigars and Cigarettes
Drugs and Groceries
Kotex

F r id a y -S a turday
A Hundred hats
to pick from—
all in the clever
new s t r a w s ,
styles and col
ors . . . A treat
to b u y such
lovely hats for
so little I

1221 Helen Ave.
Phone 5561
WE DELIVER

Missoula’s House of
Quality and
Wholesome Food

FRESH MEATS
DA-CO
Packed Meat Products

1.R. DAILYCO.
W. FRONT

M is s o u ia M e r c a n t m
COMPANY

that you will need for the
spring cleanup.
CALL US

High School Candy Shop

L U C Y ’S

More and Better for Less

The Pickford
The Logical Choice o f Young Men

Orange Malted Milks
Hamburgers with Cheese

Spring’s predominating suit
M &H
Take a Gallon of

CASA de REFRESCO

fashion for young men is a trim

One Block West of Higgins on
Spruce

fitting, two-button model—and

Enjoy Our Radio

RO O T BEER
Along on Your Hikes
I t ’s Refreshing
M &H

M&H

E very M eal

Real Quality

Real Service

SHELL 400 GASOLINE
“The Dry Gas”

cious T astiness—

-Phone-

Schramm-Hebard
Meat Co.

Every bite a delightful
morsel of wholcsomeness—it’s a joy to eat
when foods are sump
tuously good like these.

means T he P ickford .

Xhe

creative genius of Lord Roch
ester—America’s premiere style
perfect proportions and the

Let U s Grease Your Car
We Use

3191

to men who know clothes* this

arbiter—is responsible for the

A Perfect Feast of Lus

3191

W A TER M AN ’S
Pens and Pencils

“ON-TO-POUGHKEEPSIE.”

Lawyers Try Libel
In Practice Court

Suggestions:

If you want the
Best in Missoula

• See our
Complete Line of

A Ford belonging to Albert Kelley,
Hclmvllle, South hall freshman, set a
new record the afternoon of Aber Day
when it experienced two collisions
within five minutes—ahd still managed
to run. Perhaps Kelley had tired of
setting records in Bozeman—he trans
ferred this quarter from M. S. C.—
and for that reason was putting his
steed through its paces on Missoula’s
boulevards. At any rate—
At approximately 5 p. m. Wednesday
the Ford struck a car belonging to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lehr, 657 Turner
street, tho collision occurring a t the
intersection of Higgins and Eddy
avenues. The cars disentangled, and
the drivers proceeded a t different
speeds to the police station to report
A few street-crossings and five minutes
later the Ford struck, and was struck
by, another machine: The driver of
the second car, however, failed to
Identify himself.
To bring the day’s total of auto acci
dents up to the traditionally lucky
amount of three the fates decreed that
a member of tbo University faculty
should be the victim. And so, at 5:30
p. m„ the police received the informa
tion from Mrs. Henry Lehrkind that,
as she was backing hey own machine
away from the curb on Maurice avenue,
she had smashed into another car.
Inquiry revealed th at it belonged to
Prof. J. IL Ramsklll, of the School of
Forestry.
No lives were lost or injured In
either of the three accidents, broken
glass, badly bent fenders and mis
placed tempers being the only resultant
damage.

Mrs. Jesse H art wick, a frequent
contributor of tbe Frontier, whose
stories, “Tony and Marcia” and
“Hands” have been especially popular,
has an article in the new magazine,
“Adult Education,” entitled “On the
Value of Libraries to the Person Who
Is Isolated.”
Miss Elizabeth Powell of the Mis
soula public library was responsible
for the publication of this article. Let
ters written from Mrs. Hartwick to
Miss Powell form the article. These
letters contain the actual experience of
Mrs. Hartwick, who lives at Holland
lake.

FLORENCE HOTEL
BARBER SHOP

q u ic k
bwvige

1 3 6 N . H ig g ln fl

Five Minutes.

Air High Pressure Grease Guns
Puts Grease Where Grease Belongs

stimulating style-correctness of

$
3 0

this strikingly fashionable suit.

TO
treated by Lord Rochester
Tailored for us by
Michaels-Stern

QUAKER S T A T E M OTO R OILS

$

45

417 N. Higgins
•

Dealers in

Fresh and
■ Salt Meats,
Fish, Poultry
and Oysters

Real Healthfulness here—and
never expensive.

Yankee Cafe

McKenzie -Wallace
Service Stations

.

5M

V*

is s o u ia M ercantile
CO M PA NY

